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"It's over!" Devon gasped when he sensed Leon approaching.

Leon just killed the Four Apostles on his own, and based on Leon's showcase of power earlier, Devon already knew that he

could not win against Leon.

Not daring to take Leon's attack directly, Devon darted away, but since Leon wielded the Phantom Steps, he fell short in terms of

speed.

Though he managed to evade a few attacks, he soon found himself backing away with no chance of fighting back. If this

continued, Devon would not last long and might suffer the same fate as the Four Apostles.

Naturally, the Southern Boss was struggling as well. Without Devon’s help, the Southern Boss could hardly stand a chance of

defeating Arthur.

After a brief exchange, the Southern Boss soon found himself in a defensive position and would soon face defeat.

"Southern Boss, Leon, and Arthur are too powerful. We won't win! Think of something, or well both die today," Devon shouted;

The arrogant look on his face vanishing without a trace.

He thought that by joining forces with the Southern Boss, they could have easily eliminated Leon and the Thompsons.

However, Leon was far too resourceful and his ability surpassed anyone's imagination; on top of that, Leon even managed to kill

all of the Four Apostles.

Following the Four Apostles' death, Leon joined forces with Arthur and the circumstances completely changed.

If Leon and Arthur managed to defeat the Southern Boss and Devon together, the Spears and the Hiltons would surely face

defeat.

Devon instantly fell into despair, and the Southern Boss narrowed his eyes with determination, before saying viciously, "Don't

worry, Elder Hilton! I've done all preparations to take the Thompsons down! Do they want to rely on some brat to turn the tables?

Dream on!"

"Is that so? You sure are stubborn, Southern Boss! I can't wait to see what else you can do?" Leon mocked.

"Enough with your arrogance! If you want to die, I'll grant your wishes and give you a taste of true despair!" The

Southern Boss scoffed and sent Arthur flying, before leaping out of the battlefield.

"Demon Lord, come forward! I'll agree to all the terms you named!" The Southern Boss shouted.

As his words fell, a figure appeared swiftly on top of the yard and descended steadily, before landing next to the Southern Boss.
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